National Police Office Order
No. 606/2006
Subject : Criteria and Conditions in Permitting alien/foreigner
to temporarily entering into the Kingdom

In consideration of the permit for alien/foreigner to temporary entering the Kingdom according to
Article 35 of the Immigration Act of 1979 and to follow the rules and regulation set out and for the highest
benefit of the nation with the current situation.
Using the authority in accordance of the Article 35 of the Immigration Act of 1979 and Article 11(4) of
the National Police Act of 2004 enable to establish criteria and conditions in permitting alien/foreigner to
temporary enter the Kingdom and to provide guidelines for the Immigration Bureau as listed below:
1.

To Cancel
1.1 Immigration Order Number 131/1995 dated July 13th, 1995 concerning the Rules and
Regulation in Permitting alien/foreigner to residence in the Kingdom on the basis of Humanity and
Friendship.
1.2 Immigration Order Number 224/1998 dated November 11th, 1998 concerning the
Adjustments and Improvement in providing Services to alien/foreigner for applying for visa extension.
1.3 Immigration Order Number 37/1999 dated March 15th, 1999 concerning the Authorization,
Adjustments and Improvement in providing Services to alien/foreigner for applying for visa extension on the
basis that they are an ex-Thai citizen or the child of a Thai citizen.
1.4 Immigration Order Number 110/2003 dated June 11th, 2003 concerning the Criteria and
Conditions in Permitting alien/foreigner to temporarily entering into the Kingdom.
All the rules and regulation and other orders mentioned in this order or which has any conflict
with this order can follow this order instead.
2.

In this Order
2.1 “Petition” means the Petition in Request for Permit to temporary entering the Kingdom.
2.2 “Officer” means the Operating Officer as stated in the Immigration Act of 1979 under the
Division of the Immigration Bureau.
2.3 “Authorized Officer” means the Operating Officer which the National Police Office
appointed to have the authorization in granting/permitting alien/foreigner to temporarily entering into the
Kingdom in accordance to Article 35 of Immigration Act 1979.

Topic 1
Petition
3.
Petition for from the alien/foreigner can be submitted on the condition that the Passport or the
Passport substituted documents are correct and sufficient and the Thai Government recognize. The
stamping of permit or the approval shall be obtain at the hearing but the permit to stay shall not be longer
than the validity of the passport or the passport substitute documents.
4.
The potential applicant must be traveling through Immigration Check Point either from Port,
Station or from area where the Minister permitted and the applicant must be thoroughly
inspected/investigated by the Officer.
5.
The permit for an alien/foreigner to temporarily stay while the application is still under
consideration shall be temporary unavailable. While await for the approval/outcome, the officer may grant a
temporary stay permit as many times as he/she wants but shall not exceed 30 days in total.

6.
In the case if the petition has been rejected/refused, the Officer has the responsibility to notify
the applicant of the refusal. The applicant shall have the one rights to appeal by providing a written
document stating the reason and necessity and present it to the Officer with a Captain ranking or Vice
Captain who is supervising the Immigration Check Point for further consideration. The applicant may at the
same time attached a new petition form for their consideration.
The appeal as mentioned above and the consideration must be completed within a period stated
in Point 8 whereas this outcome shall be final.
Topic 2
Permit of Extension
7.
The consideration of Permitting alien/foreigner to temporary enter the Kingdom shall be in
accordance to the following regulations and supporting document:
Reason of Necessary
7.1 Under the circumstances
for business purposes such
as the importance to
operating in a company or
partnership etc.
Each permit shall not exceed
1 year

Criteria
(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) The foreigner must earn salary
at the rate in accordance to the
rate attached to this order and
(3) The business must have a
registered capital of no less than
2 Million Baht and
(4) That business must submit their
year end balance sheet which
has been inspect and certified
by a certified accountant. In
order to show the financial
status, stability and recognition
of business. In overall the audit
must show owner’s equity of no
less than 1 Million Baht and
(5) That business must submit their
year end profit and loss account
which has been inspect and
certified by a certified
accountant. In overall the total
revenue must show an amount
higher than the total salary and
benefit paid the employee and
(6) That certain business has the
necessity to employ foreigner
and
(7) That business must have a ratio
between foreign employee to
Thai employee of 1:4 and
(8) The following business shall be
exempted from the obligation
stated in Point (3), (4), (5) and
(6) and will be indulgent in the
number of Thai as stated in
Point (7), where they can use 1
Foreigner to 1 full-time Thai staff
(a) International Trade
business (Representative
Office)
(b) Regional Office
(c) International companies
(Branch office)

List of Documents
1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Acceptance Letter for the intake of a
foreigner into workplace (must follow
the format of the Immigration
Bureau).
4. Copy of Working permit
5. Copies of Company registration
documents i.e. Company’s Affidavit
and etc. Such document shall not be
issued for no longer than 6 months.
6. Copies of the current shareholders
list (issued by the registrar for no
longer than 6 months).
7. Copies of the latest annual audit
8. Copies of the company’s latest
withholding tax illustrating the list of
all employees and the names of all
foreigners
9. Copies of the foreigner’s income tax
submitted annually attaching a
receipt (if any)
10. Copies of the latest payment on
social funds submitted to the Social
Security Office (Sor Por Sor 1-10)
11. Documents or relevant supporting
documents illustrating the
importance of the foreigner to the
company i.e. Job Advertisement
looking for Thai applicants but no
Thai interested etc.
12. Map showing the office and
workplace of the applicant.
13. Other documents which the
Investigation Committee may
require.
14. Businesses established in
accordance to Point (8) do not have
to show documents listed in 6,7, and
11

Reason of Necessary
7.2 In the case if there’s a
need to operate business
in Governmental sector,
Public organizations,
State enterprise or any
organization which either
governmental sector
and/or the State
enterprise have invested
more than 50% or any
independent organization
established under the
Constitution
can be permitted for no more
than 1 year per 1 request
7.3 In the case of Tourist
Permitted for not more
than 30 days per visit but
shall not exceed 90 days
in total
7.4 In the case of Investment
of no less than 3 Million
Baht
Permitted to stay for not
more than 1 year per
request

Criteria
(1) The foreigner must obtain a
permit stamp in the type of
Temporary Entry and;
(2) Must have a certification and
request from that sector or
organization

(1) The foreigner must obtain a
permit stamp in the type of
Tourist Entry and;
(2) Not holding a nationality or the
type which that the Immigration
Observation Committee stated.
(1) The foreigner must obtain a
permit stamp in the type of
Tourist Entry and;
(2) Entering into the Kingdom before
this order becomes effective and
has been permitted to stay within
the Kingdom on the purpose of
investment for not less than 3
million Baht continuously and;
(3) Having the proof of money
transferred for no less than 3
Million Baht into the Kingdom
and
(4) Proof of investment by acquiring
a condominium/apartment from
developer or from the related
sector for no less than 3 Million
Baht or;
(5) Proof of investment by
depositing no less than 3 Million
Baht in a fixed account with a
Thai Bank where the bank is
owned over 50% by Thai
national. Or;
(6) Proof of investment by acquiring
governmental bonds at the value
of no less than 3 Million Baht or
(7) Proof of investment of
combination of either (4), (5), or
(6) by the total value shall not be
less than 3 Million Baht.

List of Documents
1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Copy of Working permit
4. Certified letter requesting for an
extension issued from the
Government Division, Public
organizations State enterprise or any
organization which the either
governmental sector and/or the State
enterprise have invested more than
50% or any independent organization
established under the Constitution
5. With the case of governmental sector
and/or the State enterprise have
invested more than 50% - must obtain
the Shareholders list
1. Petition forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant

1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Copy of proof of money transferred
from abroad into the Kingdom
4. Copy of the Sale & Purchase
Agreement and copy of the
registration document for transferring
of ownership issued by the Land office
or related department (in the case of
acquiring condominium or apartment)
or
5. Certify letter from the bank and proof
of money deposit in the bank account
(in the case of Investment via Deposit
of funds) or
6. Copy of the Bond (only apply to the
case investing in Government or State
Bonds)

Reason of Necessary
7.5 In the case of Teacher,
Instructor or Lecturer or
Specialist in Government
Education Institute
Permitted to stay for not
more than 1 year per request

Criteria
(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) Must be certified and request
from that Education institute

7.6 In the case of Teacher,
Instructor or Lecturer or
Specialist in Private
Education Institute

(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) That education institute must
obtainer an educational permit
from related government sector
and
(3) Must be certified and request
from that Education institute

7.7 In the case of Study in a
Government Education
Institute
Permitted to stay for not
more than 1 year per request

(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) Must be certified and request
from that Education institute

7.8 In the case of Study in a
Private Education
Institute
Permitted to stay for not
more than 1 year per request

(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) That education institute must
obtainer an educational permit
from related government sector
and
(3) Must be certified and request
from that Education institute and
(4) Must be certified by a related
government sector (exempted in
the case of studying in an
international school and
undergraduate level)

7.9 In the case of providing
training or research in an
educational institute at
the undergraduate level
Permitted to stay for not
more than 1 year per request

(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) Must be certified and request
from the Dean of that Education
institute or from the Researching
institute
(3) In the case of providing training
or research in a private sector,
must obtain certification and
permit from the related
government sector

List of Documents
1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Copy of Working permit
4. Certify letter requesting for continuous
of employment from that education
institute illustrating the amount of
salary and the duration of employment
1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Copy of Working permit
4. Copy of the Institute’s educational
license issued from related
government sector.
5. Certify letter requesting for continuous
of employment from that education
institute illustrating the amount of
salary and the duration of employment
6. Teaching in a Private education
institute must attach a copy of the
teacher’s license and copy of teachers
enroll permit.
1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Certify letter requesting for continuous
of study from that education institute
illustrating the course details and its
duration and transcript
1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Copy of the Institute’s educational
license issued from related
government sector.
4. Certify letter requesting for continuous
of study from that education institute
illustrating the course details and its
duration and transcript
5. Must be certified by a related
government sector or by the Provincial
Mayor which is responsible for that
education institute (exempted in the
case of studying in an international
school and undergraduate level)
1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Certified letter request from the Dean
of that Education institute or from the
Researching institute
4. In the case of the regulation
mentioned in (3), must attach a certify
letter and request for further stay from
a related government sector.

Reason of Necessary
7.10In the case of foreign
family whereas a
member was granted to
temporarily stay in the
Kingdom on the purpose
of studying in the
Kingdom in accordance
to 7.7 or 7.8. This only
applies to the father,
mother, spouse, child
adopted child or child of
the spouse
Permitted to stay for not
more than 1 year per request.

7.11In the case of performing
media’s business
activities
Permitted for not more
than 30 days per visit but
shall not exceed 90 days
in total
7.12In the case of studying of
Buddhism or performing
religious activities
Permitted to stay for not more
than 1 year per request.

7.13In the case of providing
religious knowledge
Permitted to stay for not more
than 1 year per request.

Criteria
(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) Must demonstrate proof of
relationship
(3) In the case spouse, must have a
legal and de facto relationship or
(4) In the case of child, adopted
child or the child of the spouse
must not be legally married and
must be residence in the same
household and must not be over
the age of 20 years old.
(5) In the case of the father or the
mother, the father and the
mother must have a bank
account in Thailand and in their
name showing the balance of no
less than 500,000 Baht during
the last 3 month.
(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) Certified by and request from
Public Relation Department or
Department of Information,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

List of Documents
1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Copy of Passport of the foreigner who
has been granted a permit based on
education.
4. Copy of documents illustrating their
relationship e.g. copy of the marriage
certificate, birth certificate, or child
certification, house registration,
adoption documents or any other
document from a related government
sector.
5. In the case of (5), must also attach
certified letter issued by the bank plus
a copy of the bank account pass book.

(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) Certified from Buddhist Counsel
Office
(3) Certified by the Abbot of the
temple that the applicant is
studying at.
(1) The foreigner must obtain permit
stamp for the temporary entry
and
(2) Certified from Department of
Religious Affairs
(3) Certified by and request to be
stationed in the Kingdom from
that certain religious
organization.

1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Certified letter from either the Office of
National Buddhism or Parliament
Office or Chulalongkorn University

1.
2.
3.
4.

Petition Forms
Copy of Passport of the Applicant
Copy of Working permit
Certified letter from either the Public
Relation Department or Department of
Information, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
requesting to stay.

1. Petition Forms
2. Copy of Passport of the Applicant
3. Certified letter from either the
Department of Religious Affairs or
Office of National Buddhism
4. Certified letter requesting to stay in the
Kingdom issued from that certain
religious organization

Reason of Necessary
7.14 Skilled craftsmen or
medical or nursing
specialists, or the experts
of other professions who
desire to stay for passing
on knowledge to Thai
nationals shall be initially
granted a period of stay in
the Kingdom not exceeding
90 days

Consideration Criterions
(1) Foreign nationals need to be
approved VISA for temporary
stay and
(2) Sponsored and requested to
stay by any related organization
or agency.

List of Required Documents
1. Application form
2. Copy of passport of the applicant
3. Sponsor letter or request for over
stay issued and given by the related
organization or agency.

7.15 Foreigner who desires to
stay for installing or repair
any machinery, aircraft, or
ocean liner shall be initially
granted a period of stay in
the Kingdom not exceeding
90 days.

(1) Foreign nationals need to be
approved VISA for temporary
stay and
(2) Sponsored and requested to
stay by any related organization
or agency.

1. Application form
2. Copy of passport of the applicant
3. Sponsor letter or request for over
stay issued and given by the related
organization or agency

7.16 Actor/actress, singer, or
musician who is working for
any hotel or company, that
engages in entertainment
business in the Kingdom of
Thailand, that have the
paid-up registered capital
not less than 20 million
Baht shall be initially
granted a period of stay in
the Kingdom of Thailand
not exceeding 120 days.

(1) Foreigner obtains VISA for the
temporary stay and
(2) The employment is confirmed by
the related hotel or
entertainment company in
Thailand that has the paid-up
registered capital not less than
20 million Baht.

1.
2.
3.
4.

7.17 In case of the foreign
national is the member of
the Thai national’s family
(Only for Father, Mother,
Husband or Wife, ordinary
child, adopted child or the
child of the marriage
couple.)
Each time of permission
shall be granted for the
period not exceeding 1
year.

(1) Foreigner obtains VISA for the
temporary stay and
(2) There is any proof of the
relationship and,
(3) In case of the marriage couple,
the parties required to have both
practical and legal relationship
or,
(4) In case of the ordinary child,
adopted child, child of the
marriage couple, these person
need to be single/never married
and has never lived as a part of
the family before, and shall not
be older than 20 years old, or
(5) In case of Father or Mother, the
said father or mother shall be
not younger than 50 years old.

1. Application Form
2. Copy of the passport of the applicant
3. Copy of the proof of relationship
such as marriage evidences, birth
certificate, certificate of child
adoption registration, copy of census
registration, certificate of adopted
child adoption registration, or other
papers issued by the related official
organization or government
agencies.
4. The evidences of having Thai
nationality of the marriage couple,
father, mother, ordinary child, or
adopted child such as ID Card,
census registration, or other papers
issued by the related official
organization or government

Application form
Copy of passport of the applicant
Copy of WP
Copy of an employment
agreement showing that the
applicant is being employed as an
actor/actress, musician, or singer.
5. Copy of the certificates of
business registration of the
employer’s company which is
certified by the registrar not longer
than 6 months.
6. Special for the entertainment
company, the company is required to
submit the shareholders list which is
certified by the registrar not longer
than 6 month.
7. Copy of the Withholding Tax Form
showing the name of the foreign
applicant and the receipt of the latest
month.
8. Copy of the evidences of the
personal income tax of the foreign
applicant in the latest year and the
receipt (if any).

7.18 In case of being a member
of family of the person who
has the residence in
Thailand (Only for the
father, mother, marriage
couple, ordinary child,
adopted child, or a child of
the marriage couple)
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 1
year.

7.19 In case of being the
member of family of the
foreigner who is permitted
to stay temporarily in the
Kingdom pursuant to the
Criterion No. 7.1, 7.2, 7.4,
7.5, 7.6, 7.9, 7.11, 7.12,
7.13, 7.14, 7.15, 7.16, 7.20,
7.21, 7.25 or 7.28 of this
Order (Only for Father,
mother, marriage couple,
ordinary child, adopted
child or a child of the
marriage couple)
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 1
year.
7.20 In case of there is any
necessity to stay for
working in any charity
organizations, foundation,
private foreign

(6) In case of the applicant who is
married to a Thai wife, one of them
or both of them need to have the
total annual income that is
averaged out not less than 40,000
Baht per month. Except for the case
that the said foreign national has
entered Thailand before this Order
is enforced and the foreign national
has been permitted to stay in the
Kingdom by the result of having
married to a Thai wife, then if the
applicant does not have the said
income, then, the latest 3 months
records of the account book of any
Bank in Thailand with the account
name of either or both parties need
to have the amount of money not
less than 400,000 Baht.

agencies.
5. According to the Criterion No. 6,
the applicant is required to attach the
certificate of having the savings in the
bank account of any Bank in Thailand
and copy of the bank account, or
evidences of personal income of either
party or both that shows the total
income of both parties not less than
40,000 Baht per month, such as the
evidence of the personal income tax
filing and the receipt, evidence of being
a pensioner, credentials of receiving the
interest of the saving money, or the
evidences of having other income from
other related organizations.

(1) Foreigner obtains VISA for the
temporary stay and
(2) There is any proof of the
relationship and,
(3) Incase of the marriage couple,
the parties required to have both
practical and legal relationship
or,
(4) In case of the ordinary child,
adopted child, child of the
marriage couple, these person
need to be single/never married
and has never lived as a part of
the family before, and shall not
be older than 20 years old, or
(5) In case of Father or Mother, the
said father or mother shall be
not younger than 50 years old.

1. Application Form
2. Copy of the passport of the
applicant
3. Copy of the proof of relationship
such as marriage evidences, birth
certificate, certificate of child
adoption registration, copy of census
registration, certificate of adopted
child adoption registration, or other
papers issued by the related official
organization or government
agencies.
4. Copy of the certificate of permanent
residence and copy of the ID Card of
the foreigner who has the permanent
residence in Thailand.

(1) Foreigner obtains VISA for the
temporary stay and
(2) There is any proof of the
relationship and,
(3) Incase of the marriage couple,
the parties required to have both
practical and legal relationship
or,
(4) In case of the ordinary child,
adopted child, child of the
marriage couple, these person
need to be single/never married
and has never lived as a part of
the family before, and shall not
be older than 20 years old, or
(5) In case of Father or Mother, the
said father or mother shall be
not younger than 50 years old.

1. Application form
2. Copy of passport of the applicant
3. Copy of passport of the foreigner
who is granted permission to stay in
Thailand.
4. Copy of documents showing the
relationship such as the evidence of
marriage, copy of birth certificate,
evidence of the registration of
ordinary child adoption, certificate of
the registration of adopted child
adoption or other papers issued by
other related government
sectors/organizations.

(1) Foreigner shall obtains VISA for
temporary stay and,
(2) the foreigner is certified and
requested to stay by the
authorized body or the highest

1. Application form
2. Copy of passport of the applicant
3. Copy of Work Permit
4. Copy of the approval for set up the
official organization, or copy of the

organization, association,
Foreign Chamber of
commerce, the Thai
Chamber of Commerce or
the Federation of Thai
Industries.
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 1
year. But, if there is no
affirmation made by the
government sector as
stated in Item (3), the
permission shall be granted
for a period not exceeding
90 days.
7.21 Retirement
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 1
year.

7.22 In case of entering to visit
any relatives, or the person
who formerly had Thai
nationality that enters the
Kingdom of Thailand to visit
its former domicile, or to

rank officer of the said
organization and / or,
(3) The foreigner is certified and
requested to stay by the Chief of
the related government sector
who is ranked from Class 10 or
likewise.

approval for entering the Kingdom
issued by the related government
sectors/ organization.
5. Certified letter and request for stay
issued by the organization.
6. Name list of foreigners who are
working in the organization.
7. Only for the Item (3), the certified
letter and request for stay issued by
the Chief the government sector will
be required.

(1) Foreigner shall obtains VISA for
temporary stay and,
(2) Shall not be younger than 50
years old and,
(3) Having evidence showing the
monthly income not less than
65,000 Baht or,
(4) Having the records of saving
money in the latest 3 months of
account book of any Bank in
Thailand not less than 800,000
Baht or,
(5) Having annual income
combined with the saving
money in the Bank not less than
800,000 Baht from on the date
submitting the application.
(6) Foreign national who enters the
Kingdom of Thailand before the
21st October 1998 and has been
permitted to stay in Thailand in
case retirement shall be applied
to the criterions as follows:(a) Person who has the age from 60
years old and have the certain
income, with the saving money
in the Bank not less than
200,000 year per year and show
the latest 3 months records of
the passbook, or have the
monthly income not less than
20,000 Baht.
(b) Person who has the age lower
than 60 years old but not less
than 55 years old who have the
certain income with the saving
money in the Bank not less than
500,000 Baht per year and
show the latest 3 months
records of the passbook, or
have the monthly income not
less than 50,000 Baht.

1. Application form
2. Copy of passport of the applicant
3. Evidences of having income, such
as pension or interest of saving
money, or dividends etc. and/ or,
4. Certified Letter of having a bank
account with the Bank in Thailand
and the passbook of the account.
5. Only for the Item (6), the Documents
in Item 1 – 4 shall be required.

(1) Have evidence affirming that the
applicant used to have Thai
Nationality, or evidence showing
that the applicant’s father or
mother is a Thai Citizen or used
to have Thai Nationality.

1. Application form
2. Copy of passport of the applicant
3. Copy of evidence showing that the
applicant used to have Thai
nationality or the applicant’s father or
mother is a Thai national or used to

visit the domicile of father
or mother who are Thai
Citizens or formerly were
Thai Citizens.
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 1
year.
7.23 In case of entering for
visiting a Thai wife /
husband or child.
The permission shall be
granted only one time with
the granted period not
exceeding 60 days.
7.24 In case of entering for
receive the medical
treatment or rehabilitation,
or taking care of patient.
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 90
days.

7.25 In case of entering for any
juridical proceedings or
judiciary.
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 90
days.
7.26 I case of entering for
engaging or working in any
mission for the government
sectors or any international
organization.
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 90
days.

7.27 In case of there is any
necessity to stay that is
approved or requested by
the Embassy or Consulate.
(1) For the case of the necessity,
each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 30
days.

have Thai Nationality.

(1) Have evidence affirming the
relationship and,
(2) In case of the marriage couple,
the spouse shall have the both
practical and legal relationship.

1. Application form
2. Copy of applicant’s passport
3. Copy of census registration
4. Copy of the Thai national’s ID Card
5. Copy of marriage certificate or birth
certificate

(1) The Applicant is requested by
the doctor of the hospital where
the patient is nursed.
(2) In case of entering for taking
care of the patient, the applicant
needs to be approved and
requested by the doctor of the
Hospital where the patient is
being treated, or by the
Embassy or Consulate.
(3) In case that the person who will
take care of the patient is not a
member of the patient’s family,
the permission shall be granted
for only one person.
(1) Have evidence affirming the
relation to the juridical
proceedings or judiciary such as
being the accuser, sufferer,
accused, plaintiff, defendant or
witness etc.

1. Application form
2. Copy of the applicant’s passport
3. There is a certified letter or the
request issued by the doctor of the
Hospital where the patient is being
treated.
4. Only the case of entering for taking
care of the patient, the certified letter
or request issued by the doctor of
the Hospital where the patient is
being treated, or the embassy or the
consulate shall be attached to the
application form.

(1) The applicant is approved and
requested to enter the Kingdom
of Thailand by the government
sector that is ranked as the
Department or the same level,
or requested by the
Headquarter of the Royal Thai
Police or any government sector
that is directly under the
command of the Commander in
Chief of the Royal Thai Police,
or requested by the Royal Thai
Army, Royal Thai Navy, Royal
Thai Air Force or higher level, or
the international organizations.
(1) The applicant is approved and
requested by the Embassy or
the Consulate
(2) In case of trainee, the foreign
national requires the VISA
approval for temporary stay.

1. Application form
2. Copy of the applicant’s passport
3. Certified letter issued by the inquiry
official who is in charge of the case
or any document showing that the
applicant is related to the juridical
proceedings or judiciary.

1. Application form
2. Copy of the applicant’s passport
3. Certified letter or request issued by
the government sector that is ranked
as the Department or the same level,
or requested by the Headquarter of
the Royal Thai Police or any
government sector that is directly
under the command of the
Commander in Chief of the Royal
Thai Police, or requested by the
Royal Thai Army, Royal Thai Navy,
Royal Thai Air Force or higher level,
or the international organizations.
1. Application form
2. Copy of the applicant’s passport
3. Certified letter or request issued by
the Embassy or Consulate in
Thailand.
4. For the case of trainee, the copy of
Work Permit shall be required.

(2) For the case of entering for
being a trainee, each time
of permission shall be
granted for a period not
exceeding 90 days.
7.28 In case of entering the
Kingdom of Thailand for
demonstrating the
nationality.
Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 180
days.
7.29 In case of the actor/actress,
singer, musician, music or
performing conductor or
other persons who involve
in the entertainment
performances or the shows
that are entering the
Kingdom of Thailand for
temporarily performing or
displaying the show.

(1) The Applicant need to be
approved by the related
government sector.

1. Application form
2. Copy of the applicant’s passport
3. Certified letter issued by the related
government sector.

(1) The applicant is approved and
requested by the related private
sector.

1. Application form
2. Copy of the applicant’s passport
3. Copy of Work Permit
4. Certified letter issued by the related
private sector.

Each time of permission
shall be granted for a
period not exceeding 90
days.

8.
In case of the foreigner/applicant has the qualifications that are not entirely matched to the criterions
set forth in this Order, the said foreigner shall be granted to stay in the Kingdom of Thailand for preparing to
return to the country not exceeding 7 days from the expiry date of the initial granted permission.
9.
In case of any foreigner/applicant who has the entire qualifications matched to the criterions set forth
in this Order, but there is any reasonable evidence showing that the said foreigner is not suitable to be
granted to stay In the Kingdom, then the application of the applicant shall be handed over to the Commander
of the Immigration Bureau or the authorized officer to consider denying granting permission.
10.
Any foreigner who has the entire qualifications qualified to the criterions set forth in this Order and
has already been granted to stay temporarily in the Kingdom, but it is found out later that the said foreigner
disqualifies or be ineligible to the criterions of this Order, the officer shall report to the Commander of the
Immigration Bureau to revoke the granted permission.
11.
In case of investment or other cases which is related to the investment according to the Law of
Investment Support, the permission shall be granted in accordance with the certificate and the period of time
that are approved by the Board of Investment of Thailand or other commissions that set up under the law
regarding to the investment support.
12.
Any case that is not described in this Order, the officer shall report to the Commander of the
Immigration Bureau or the authorized officer to make consideration case by case.
Provisional Section
13.
Within 1 year from the enforcement date of this Order, for the case of the foreigner who has entered
Thailand and has been granted to stay temporarily in the Kingdom of Thailand before this Order will be
enforced and disqualifies to the criterions set forth on this Order, the Commander of the Immigration Bureau
or the authorized officer shall be responsible to consider granting the permission, based on the necessity of
the applicant, case by case.
This Order shall be in full force from the 1st October 2006.
Order issued on the 8th September 2006
Commander in Chief of the Royal Thai Police

